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Meet Betty Barnett
Betty Barnett is the founder of Betty
Barnett Coaching, a leading money mindset
and transformational coaching company that
specializes in helping entrepreneurs and
working professionals identify the root of
their money attraction issues and create
new habits and methods. Armed with these
new tools, her clients are open to receive
and establish consistent practices for
permanent results.

She is a Master Transformational
Health and Life Coach with a B.A. in
marketing from NMSU.
Her certification for Health and Life
Coaching from HCI and received a
Master Transformational
Certification from HMBA.

As a professional keynote speaker and
transformational money mindset coach
she has helped men and women by using
her Money Relationship Decoding
approach to deconstruct old money
habits and lead clients to live in
consistent abundance.
When she is not helping her clients
achieve the best life they can dream up,
she is busy being an amazing wife, mom
and grandma. Having raised one child
successfully to adulthood, her biggest
priority is making sure the remaining two
become kind, caring, ambitious and welleducated adults. She also has a love for
playing competitive Foosball and travels
around the U.S. trying to win her next
championship title.
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Discover Your Money
Personality Code and Start
Thriving as a Coach
Do you know in your heart that you are a
really great coach? Maybe you feel called
to be one? You are not alone! Many
coaches share this belief and start their
career with a heart-centered desire to
make a difference in the world, but they
give in to fear and stay stuck.
Are you afraid of not being able to thrive
without your soul-devouring job? Are you
playing small and only taking a few clients
at a time? Would you like to step into your
superpowers?

Attract your ideal clients and get paid well for them.
Release the money blocks that keep you playing small.
Get crystal clear on your relationship to money and upgrade it so you can earn
like never before.
Discover your sacred money archetype and learn how to use it to benefit your
career.
Learn how to use your money archetype's strengths instead of falling into the
same old traps that may have you hoarding money afraid to invest in yourself or
floundering in debt with no idea how to get out.
Begin to thrive no matter where you are right now.
If you have enjoyed books such as The
Prosperous Coach or Money, A Love
Story, Start Thriving as a Coach will be a
treat that will help you start making money
as a coach right way!
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Rave Reviews
Kara Y. | 1-on-1 Coaching Client
Nancy C. | Money Mastery Client

Come with an open heart and
mind… Betty will lead you out of
the darkness. Trust the process;
she knows what she’s doing!

After I found out my Money
Archetype, it was all over… it was
the key to unlocking my best
years of business… EVER.

Maria J. | Money Mastery Client
Jessica L. | 1-on-1 Coaching Client

Betty’s coaching has made a huge
impact on my money beliefs. I
didn’t realize how many decisions
I was making using beliefs of
which I wasn’t even really aware.
She has given me a deeper
awareness of my own beliefs and
taught me to stop and ask why
every now and then. Her
coaching was a great use of my
time, efforts, and money!

Betty crumbled every single wall
I’d unknowingly put up due to
money fears. I used to hire new
help once I was overloaded, rarely
took vacations and blamed
everything else worldly possible.
Now, I own my old money stories
and am creating my new money
legacy with her guidance. My life
is not – will not – ever be the
same. Betty, you have unleashed
my manifestation ninja skills!

Betty’s Signature Talk
G.R.O.W your Abundance in 4 Simple Steps
Are you ready to get rid of unconscious money blocks and start fresh on a
path of creating freedom, independence, and a healthy relationship with
money? Your personal beliefs and thoughts about money dictate your ability to
manifest abundance. Betty will teach you how to detangle your complex
money stories, face them head on, and design a new money relationship that
sets you on a path to unlimited abundance.

Learning Outcomes
G – Gratitude, before we can embrace the new,
we have to be grateful for the present.
R – Relationship, uncovering the true relationship
that we have with money.
O – Ownership, we must first take ownership of
our current situation, and that we created it.
W – Welcome to Wealth, mastering the art of
graciously receiving.
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